HECTOR J. SUSSMANN ABSTRACT. Let D be an arbitrary set of C vector fields on the C manifold M. It is shown that the orbits ol D are C submanifolds of M, and that, moreover, they are the maximal integral submanifolds of a certain C distribution P".
(In general, the dimension of PrJm) will not be the same for all m cM.) The second main result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a distribution to be integrable.
These two results imply as easy corollaries the theorem of Chow about the points attainable by broken integral curves of a family of vector fields, and all the known results about integrability of distributions (i.e. the classical theorem of Frobenius for the case of constant dimension and the more recent work of Hermann, Nagano, Lobry and Matsuda). Hermann and Lobry studied orbits in connection with their work on the accessibility problem in control theory.
Their method was to apply Chow's theorem to the maximal integral submanifolds of the smallest distribution A such that every vector field X in the Lie algebra generated by D belongs to A (i.e. X(zzz) e A(zzz) for every m eM). Their work therefore requires the additional assumption that A be integrable. Here the opposite approach is taken. The orbits are studied directly, and the integrability of A is not assumed in proving the first main result. It turns out that A is integrable if and only if A = P", and this fact makes it possible to derive a characterization of integrability and Chow's theorem. Therefore, the approach presented here generalizes and unifies the work of the authors quoted above.
1. Introduction. Let D be a set of C°° vector fields on the C°° manifold M.
We are interested in studying the zO-orbits. Precisely, let G be the "group" of local diffeomorphisms generated by the one-parameter groups whose infinitesimal generators are the elements of D. The D-orbits are the orbits of the action of G.
Our main result (Theorem 4.1) states that the D-orbits (with a natural topology that that we define in §2) are C submanifolds of M. Moreover, we show how to as-m £ M, then the orbits of D are precisely the connected components of M (here we use the notation DAm) = iX(77z) : X £ D \). Even if the assumption of Chow's theorem is not satisfied, it is still possible to get a good description of the orbits. To achieve this one associates with D a distribution J ÍD), defined by letting, for each ttz £ M, A(D)(ttz) = linear hull of D im). Then Chow's theorem is applied to the maximal integral manifolds of J(D), and it follows that these manifolds are the orbits of D.
The method outlined in the preceding paragraph has an obvious drawback: called the group of local diffeomorphisms generated by X, and is denoted by Gx.
More generally, let D be a subset of VÍM). There exists a smallest group of local diffeomorphisms which contains the union of the GY for X £ D. We shall use Gp to denote this group, and we shall call it the group of local diffeomorphisms generated by D. It is clear that the elements of GD are precisely the mappings which are of the form çT where, for some positive integer n, ^ £ D" and T £ R".
If X = (A.j, ... , X ) and p = (px, • ■ • , p.) are finite sequences, we use Xp to denote the sequence (Xx, ■ ■ ■ , X , px, • ■ ■ , pA,. Also, A will denote the sequence (X , • • ■ , Aj). With this notation, the operations of Gp are given by: j.rjj.1 = (¿;t))tt' and (£T)_1 = £_ f.. (PI) There exist numbers Z. such that a = Iq< tx < • ■ • < t = b and vector fields X1 £ D (i = 1, • . ■ , r) such that, for each z, the restriction of y to lt. ,, tx1 is an integral curve of X' or of -X1.
A curve y which satisfies condition (PI) will be called a piecewise integral curve of D.
The orbits of D can be given a natural topology. If ttz £ M and ç £ Dn, let Pf denote the map T -» £,Tim) and let fizr (Ç Rn) be its domain. Now let S be the orbit of D through ttz. Then S is the union of the images of all the mappings pp . We topologize S by the strongest topology which makes all the pc (for all n and all ç £ D") continuous.
Since the topology of S as a subspace of M has this property, it follows that the inclusion map from S into M is continuous.
In particular, S is Hausdorff. S will not be, in general, a topological subspace of M. Since all the sets fi¿r are connected it follows that S is connected. S ,777 We now verify that the topology so defined on S does not depend on the choice of ttz £ S. For each ttz £ S, let Sm denote S with the topology defined above by means of the maps pe . It is sufficient to prove that the inclusion map i : Sm -* Sm is continuous for every ttz, ttz. Let q, TQ be such that r)T (m ) = m.
Then p¿ is the mapping T -> ^j-rjj-(m ), which is the composite of T->TTQ Let T be the set of all such curves. If X £ D, then the curve Z -► X im) be-ÏT2 ' t longs to T . Therefore, A(ttz) must contain X(t7z). Now let X £ D, Y £ D. The curve t^XtiYtiX_tiY_tim)))) also belongs to T. After a reparametrization, it is well known that the tangent vector to this curve at Z = 0 is LX> YKttz) (cf. Helgason [3, p. 97]). Therefore A(ttz) must also contain [X, YKttz). A similar argument can be applied to higher brackets, and we conclude that Ap* must be contained in A. However, there may be more directions that have to be included in A(ttz), besides those of Ap^m).
For instance, let X e D and let T eR be fixed. Write m' = X_Tim). If t-> yit)
is a curve such that y(0) = ttz' and y eV ,, then the curve 8 given by Z-> XAyit)) belongs to T . If v is the tangent vector to y at Z = 0, then the tangent to 8 at t = 0 is dXTiv). Therefore, if v £ Aim'), then dXTiv) must belong to (a) A has the integral manifolds property.
(b) A has the maximal integral manifolds property. V(£ Z72, T) is spanned by X (£T(m) ) and the image under dX, of V(n, m, T').
Since Vin, m, T1) is contained in PpinTAm)), and Pp is D-invariant, it follows that dXt iVi-q, m, T')) Ç Pp(¿; (ttz)).
Also, it is clear that X(£r(m)) belongs to Ppi^jim)). Therefore V(¿j, ttz, T) is contained in Pp(£T(m) ). The proof of Lemma 5.1 is now complete.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We shall prove the following two assertions: To prove (a), take ttz" = m', 0= <f<5?, T" = Ti-T)T (here we use the notations of §2). Then oTJ.m") = ¿;ri¿;_Tir)Tiim'))) = nTiim') = rrz0. Since ^Tt_T is tne identity mapping, it is clear that V(a, 772", T") will contain Vin, m', T ). Moreover, it is immediate from the definition of o, T , and ttz that V(o", ttz", T) also contains V(<f, ttz, T). This proves (a).
To prove (b), we take A to be the set of all vectors X(t7z0), where X is the vector field which corresponds to some Y £ D under a local diffeomorphism g£Gn. for \t\ < t, e > 0. Let X1, ••• , Xk, e, (fi). .= J . , , fc be given by condition (e). Let Wl(t) £M be defined by WAt) = dX_t(XiiXl(m))) for \t\ < e. By Lemma 6.1, we have dWÀÙ/dt = dX_{[X, X*KX,(in))).
It is clear that A spans
The right side of this equation is equal to X f)i(t)dX_tiXAXim))).
7=1
Therefore, the W1 satisfy the system of differential equations
Since WHO), ■■■ , Wki0) are a basis for Mm), it follows that wHt), ■■■ , Wk(t) form a basis for A(ttz) for -e < Z < e. Since dXt(Wi(t))= XÁXt(m)) £A(Xt(m)), we conclude that dX maps A(ttz) into A(X (ttz)), and our proof is complete. Proof.
Remark
In view of Theorem 4.2, it is sufficient to prove that, if X £ L, ttZq £ M, and X (ttZq) is defined, then dXt(L(mQ)) Ç L(X(U0)).
Clearly, it is sufficient to show that, if v £ L(m0), then dX((v) belongs to L(Xt(mQ)) for sufficiently small Z. Let v = Y(mQ), where Y £ L. Let e > 0 be such that oo k Vit, r)= ¿ (-1)* i-[xAk\ Y](XrUn)) fe=o *• converges for \t\ < e, \t\ < c, and can be differentiated term by term. Let W(t,r) = dX_ (V(z, r)) so that W(t, r) e Mm . It follows from Lemma 6.1 that the derivative with respect to r of dX_Ti[X{k), Y](Xr (ttz))) is dX_r [X{k + 1 \ Y](Xr (ttz)). From this it follows immediately that dW/dt + dW/dr = 0.
In particular, the function Z -> Wit, t) is a constant, so that Wit, t) = v for all Z.
Therefore, dX iv) -Vit, t). Since L is a Lie algebra of vector fields, it is clear that Vit, r) belongs to L(Xr(772)) for every t, r. Therefore dXtiv) £ LiX(im)), and our theorem is proved.
9. The analytic case. If M is a real analytic manifold, then all the definitions of . §2 and §3 can be reformulated with "C°°" replaced by "analytic".
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, and the consequences of §7 and §8 remain valid, with the stronger conclusion that the orbits of Pp are analytic submanifolds of M. How-
